Healthcare’s dynamic, constantly shifting environment makes it challenging to maintain a skilled, appropriately-trained workforce.

The TriZetto Enterprise Learning Solution provides a flexible, modular and affordable training framework that lets your operation enjoy the benefits of a self-sufficient and well-trained staff with minimal impact to your budget and busy operation.

The Enterprise Learning Solution is part of the Cognizant line of TriZetto Healthcare Products—a portfolio of software products that help healthcare organizations enhance revenue growth, drive administrative efficiency, improve cost and quality of care and improve the member and patient experience.

Quality training that’s fast and affordable
The Enterprise Training Solution relieves the dual burden of training expense and staff downtime by making learning more affordable to provide and easier for personnel to consume.

Training is Key in Today’s Dynamic Business Environment

- Government regulations
- Technology issues
- Talent disruption
- New processes

The differing roles and training needs of your staff are addressed via a learning environment where individuals can readily access role-specific, modular-based training programs at their convenience. This affordable and effective combination of training products, delivery methods and consulting services delivers the right training at the right time.

A curriculum path tailored your organization
Developing your curriculum begins with the Learning Assessment. Once staff members complete the assessment, you will have a roadmap of recommended training for each position. Roles-based modules are stored in our TZ University framework, ready to be accessed by your personnel.
Extended training services and materials
Training classes are offered in traditional instructor-led, virtual instructor-led and self-paced formats—with a growing library of eLearning options. Clients can license standardized training materials for in-house instruction or choose from value-added services ranging from simple training delivery to customized training materials and eLearning portals.

Reach your objectives faster
In addition to the TriZetto Enterprise Learning Solution, we offer an extensive line of solutions and services that harness the power of digital to optimize your business. Achieve new levels of performance and efficiency with Digital Business, Digital Operations, and Digital Systems and Technology capabilities from Cognizant.

This expanding library of training courses is aligned with the latest releases from our TriZetto software line as well as changing industry requirements. Expert instructors and instructional designers work closely with software developers and architects to quickly assimilate applicable product changes into training offerings.

TZ University—a customizable online portal to training content, eLearning modules and learning objects—is available to your team 24/7. Whether seeking the participant guide for a technical course, or a short video lecture on claims processing configuration, the portal's search and browse functions connect your people with content they need. Learners also have access to instructor Q&A forums and social learning tools for collaboration with other learners, while individual transcripts allow you to track student progress.

24/7 access with multiple delivery models and modalities lets you tailor training interventions to meet your needs and timetable:

- Employees have real-time access to information they need to be productive
- Teams can get up to speed quickly and maintain knowledge levels as product updates occur
- New team members can acquire the knowledge they need with minimal team impact
- Training delivery options accommodate schedule constraints and minimize impact on day-to-day responsibilities

For more information about how the Cognizant line of TriZetto Healthcare Products can help you enhance revenue growth, drive administrative efficiency and improve cost and quality of care, call 1-800-569-1222 or visit www.cognizant.com.